Mirror imaging in twins: biological polarization--an evolving hypothesis.
This study examined sleep patterns in twins, paying special attention to the mirroring phenomenon. Concordance and discordance of sleep related patterns (parasomnias) in a group of 27 monozygotic (MZ) mirror image twins were compared to sleep patterns in a group of 53 MZ non-mirror image twins and a group of 24 dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs. Sleep patterns had the lowest concordance among MZ mirror twins. "Mirroring" was observed not only in facial features but also in some physiological patterns such as sleep and sleep deviations. These facts suggest that mirroring in MZ twins is not merely a superficial epiphenomenon, but a reflection of a biological polarization. Biological polarization in this context is a descriptive term emphasizing the role of biological (physiological, biochemical or even genetic) versus psychological or environmental factors causing not only mirror body image but opposite tendencies in the development of personality, professional and sex orientation and, most importantly, the opposite presentation of pathology.